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Executive Summary
The event on the European AI Excellence and Trust in the World has been organized by the European
Commission’s Directorate-General for Communications Networks, Content and Technology (DG Connect) through its “International Outreach on human-centric AI” (InTouchAI.eu) initiative, funded by
the Service for Foreign Policy Instruments of the European External Action Service.
The event took place on 15 and 16 March 2022 at the World EXPO 2020 in Dubai and was composed
by various activities involving several EU Member States as host of the main events or contributors to the so-called “AI Walk”, a virtual exhibition displaying a collection of European cases on the
human-centric approach to AI. Combined with samples of the work of national artists using and or
performing about implications of AI, this virtual representation of EU excellence has been suggested
to be included in the World EXPO Dubai Museum becoming thus a tangible legacy of the successful
outcome of the exciting journey towards a human-centric designed global governance of AI initiated
at the World EXPO in Dubai.
The main activities of the event included a High Level Forum on The EU Vision for Trustworthy AI in
the World and two Expert Workshops on a Human-Centric Approach to Global Challenges, focusing
on AI for Sustainability and AI for Health. Andrea Matteo Fontana, EU Ambassador to the UAE, opened
the overall series of gatherings during a Networking meeting organized at the Finnish Pavilion in the
morning of 15 March. In his opening statements, Ambassador Fontana emphasized the importance of
a strong EU presence at the World EXPO and thanked all Member States that have contributed, exemplifying the Team Europe approach needed to address global challenges such as those posed by AI. In
the same vein, Brando Benifei, Member of the European Parliament and Co-Rapporteur of the AI Act,
underlined the need to reinforce international cooperation, and to promote the European values and
the principles of democratic governance underpinning them at the global level. Maria Rosa Sabbatelli,
Deputy Head of Unit at the Service for Foreign Policy Instruments of the European Commission further
highlighted that AI has become an area of strategic importance and it is exactly for this reason that
a dedicated foreign policy instrument has been devised and implemented through the InTouchAI.eu
initiative with the aim to promote the European approach on human-centric AI, which was the main
focus of the High-Level Forum on the EU Vision for Trustworthy AI in the World organized by the
European Commission and hosted at the Italian Pavilion on 15th March afternoon.
The InTouchAI.eu Key experts Gianluca Misuraca and Gry Hasselbalch acted as Masters of Ceremonies for the event, which main goal was to discuss the EU efforts to promote Trustworthy AI at a
global level. At the debate at the World EXPO in Dubai representatives of European institutions and
International Organizations jointly with recognized experts in the field drawn from academia, industry
and civil society across the world provided an important input to the reflection on how to reinforce a
global dialogue towards building a shared approach on human-centric AI.
After welcome remarks by Paolo Glisenti, Commissioner General of Italy for Expo 2020 Dubai, and the
EU Ambassador to the UAE, Andrea Matteo Fontana, opening statements were provided by high-level
representatives of the Italian Government, UNESCO and the European Parliament.
Anna Ascani, the Under Secretary of State, Ministry for Economic Development, Government of Italy,
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emphasized that “To tackle the challenges posed by AI requires collaboration and dialogues beyond just
the EU through AI diplomacy. If we all work together, it would make us all stronger and more resilient”.
Gabriela Ramos, Assistant Director-General for Social and Human Sciences at UNESCO, stressed,
“AI is changing our societies and there are significant negative risks to be tackled. This requires that
more and more decisions regarding AI take into account the human dimension”.
Brando Benifei, Member of the European Parliament, Special Committee on Artificial Intelligence in
the Digital Age (AIDA), Co-Rapporteur on the AI Act, underlined how this event was timely to initiate
an international dialogue on what is Trustworthy AI and how it could build bridges between different
cultures and approaches, outlining that “the European Parliament supports a strong EU legislation that
is aligned with European values and at the same time allows the European leadership and innovation
in the field while protecting citizens in the EU and around the world”.
Aimee van Wynsberghe, Alexander von Humboldt Professor of Applied Ethics of AI, University of
Bonn, followed with a keynote speech on AI Ethics by Design. In her address she took a deep dive
into the different concepts developed around the “ethics of AI”, and in particular that of “sustainable
AI as the next step for AI ethics”. She explained that it is not right to look at ethics as a restriction for
AI as ethics should be rather seen as a resource to uncover, understand and mitigate risks related
to AI. This new perspective on AI ethics as sustainable AI could change the focus on how we define
human-centric AI and how to measure, assess and potentially regulate it. However, special attention
should be given to the impact of AI on disadvantaged groups and demographics at risk, as well as
environmental and hidden costs, which should be included into the future regulation of AI.
Juha Heikkilä, Adviser for Artificial Intelligence for the European Commission’s DG Connect, moderated
the High-Level Panel composed by renowned international experts and representatives of relevant
stakeholders including Nozha Boujemaa, Global Vice President for Digital Ethics and Responsible AI
at IKEA Retail; Julien Chiaroni, Director of the Trustworthy AI for Industry Program of the General
Secretary for Investment at the French Innovation Council, Prime minister’s office of France; Fosca
Giannotti, Professor, Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna, Pisa, and Director of the Knowledge Discovery and
Data Mining Laboratory of the University of Pisa and ISTI-CNR; Malavika Jayaram, Executive Director
of Digital Asia Hub; Mariarosaria Taddeo, President of Noovle S.p.A, Italy; and Eric Xing, President of
the Mohamed bin Zayed University of AI in the UAE.
Introducing the discussion, Mr. Heikkilä reminded that AI is a set of technologies that has significant
potential to contribute to addressing some of the major challenges our societies face, but it also carries risks and raises concerns. He said that in Europe “we have adopted a comprehensive but careful
approach to AI. We want AI to flourish in order for us to reap its benefits while ensuring that the risks
and negative effects are minimized”. In line with this, the EU approach to AI has the twin objective of
creating an ecosystem of excellence, as well as an ecosystem of trust. The former objective is aimed
at promoting the development and uptake of AI, while the second addresses the risks associated with
certain uses of this technology.
The panel further explored different aspects of Trustworthy AI, such as the implications of the world’s
first legal framework on AI proposed by the EU, how to promote and leverage on AI excellence and
the related ecosystem of innovation underpinning it and how to stimulate partnership building at
international level. As it emerged from the discussion, strengthening the international dimension of
the proposed EU AI Act could in fact contribute to ensuring a shared approach and common governance mechanisms worldwide. To achieve this goal, panelists agreed that it is crucial to leverage on
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existing multilateral and bilateral initiatives and ensure that the human-centric approach to AI is based
on foundational European values that guarantee citizen’s fundamental rights and individual freedoms.
On 16 March 2022, second day of the event, two Expert Workshops on a Human-Centric approach
to global challenges took place focusing on AI for Sustainability and AI for Health. These workshops
were preceded by the welcome remarks of Íñigo de Palacio España, Ambassador of Spain to the UAE
and Pietro de Matteis, Deputy Commissioner General for the EU at EXPO 2020, who both underlined
the crucial importance to discuss opportunities and risks of AI in such critical domains in a global
platform as the one offered by the World Expo 2020 in Dubai.
The first Workshop on AI for Sustainability was moderated by Gry Hasselbalch, prepared with the
support of Sara Mancini, IntouchAI.eu Expert from Intellera Consulting. It featured three EU-funded
research projects, namely AI4Cities, represented by Anja Reimann, Project Lead for the City of Amsterdam; Cybele, introduced by Yiannis Georgiou, CTO at Ryax Technologies; and i-NERGY outlined by
Spiros Mouzakitis, Project Manager at the Institute of Communication and Computer Systems. The
other expert panelists were Aimee van Wynsberghe, Professor in Applied Ethics of AI at the University
of Bonn; Emanuela Girardi, Founder of Pop AI; Ricardo Vinuesa, Associate Professor at KTH Royal
Institute of Technology, Sweden, and Anna Felländer, Founder of anch.AI.
As an outcome of the workshop, several recommendations were identified, including that Europe
needs more investments to reduce market and research fragmentation and achieve bigger goals for
global-level climate challenges by leveraging the excellence of EU academia and industry. In addition,
global solutions to enhance data sharing and effective AI solutions to tackle climate change should be
developed. This should include the possibility to access data sources remotely and foster a holistic
approach to Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) that would also engage developing countries.
The second Workshop on AI for Health was moderated by Gianluca Misuraca with support from Signe
Daugbjerg, IntouchAI.eu Expert from the Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, starting with a short
introduction to the three EU-funded research projects, namely: DIH-HeRo, represented with a video
message by Stefano Stramigioli, Professor at the University of Twente; EUCanImage, discussed by
Karim Lekadir, Professor at the Universitat de Barcelona; and GENOMED4All, presented by Federico
Álvarez-Garcia, Professor at the Universidad Politécnica de Madrid. The expert panelists are: Malavika Jayaram, Executive Director of the Digital Asia Hub; Fosca Giannotti, Professor at the Scuola
Superiore Sant’Anna, Pisa; Rony Medaglia, Professor at the Copenhagen Business School, and Isabell
Tributsch, Project Manager at the University of Barcelona.
The workshop discussion highlighted that the Covid-19 pandemic opened up huge opportunities for
the use of AI in supporting health systems that globally face a shortage of health professionals, or
limited financial resources, and the constant pressure to provide high-quality services in times of an
aging population. It also stressed that a strong data protection regulation is essential in building trust,
especially when it comes to something as vital and sensitive as health data. International collaboration can help maximize the potential benefits of AI for health while minimizing its potential risks, and
at the same time amplifying the efficiency and value of responses and securing their sustainability.
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Day 1: 15 March 2022

Opening of the EU AI Event at
World EXPO 2020 Dubai
The activities of the event on the European AI Excellence and Trust in the world1 were opened by the
EU Ambassador to the UAE, Andrea Matteo Fontana, during the Networking meeting organized at
the Finnish Pavilion. In his opening statement, Ambassador Fontana emphasized the importance of a
strong EU presence at the World EXPO thanking all Member States that have contributed, in particular
those that hosted the High-Level Forum and the Expert Workshops.
In addition, he welcomed the side initiative developed by the InTouchAI.eu project of a so-called “AI Walk”.
This is a virtual exhibition displaying a collection of European best practices on the human-centric approach
to AI. Designed as an overview of the European AI Excellence and Trust it presents illustrative examples of AI
applications and research projects, matched with a national Artist using and or performing about implications
of AI, the. AI Walk presented cases from nine EU Member States, namely: Austria, Belgium, Estonia, Finland,
France, Italy, The Netherlands, Spain and Sweden, as well as the Women Pavilion at World EXPO Dubai2.
This exemplified the Team Europe approach needed to address global challenges such as those posed
by AI.
In the same vein, Brando Benifei, Member of the European Parliament, Special Committee on Artificial Intelligence in the Digital Age (AIDA), and Co-Rapporteur of the AI Act, underlined the need to
reinforce international cooperation, and to be present in events such as the World EXPO, to exchange
knowledge and promote the European values and the principles of democratic governance, underpinning
them at global level. Such opening statements echoed what was also mentioned during the networking
meeting that took place immediately before, where Severi Keinälä, Commissioner General of Finland
for Expo 2020 Dubai, Marianne Nissilä, Finnish Ambassador to the UAE and Juha Heikkilä, Adviser
for Artificial Intelligence, DG Connect, European Commission, aall expressed the importance to bring
together the EU and its Member States to a dialogue with international partners on the topic of AI.
They pointed out that World EXPO Dubai is the perfect stage for sharing practices across the world,
as demonstrated by a series of presentations from the Finnish research and innovation ecosystem.
Maria Rosa Sabbatelli, Deputy Head of Unit, Industrialised Countries & Foreign Policy Support, Service for
Foreign Policy Instruments (FPI), European Commission further highlighted that AI has become an area of
strategic importance. On the global stage, it is at the crossroads of geopolitics and commercial stakes. It
will change our lives opening a world of potentially unprecedented opportunities. It is exactly for this reason
that as part of the updated Coordinated Plan on AI adopted by the EU and Member States in April 20213,
a dedicated foreign policy instrument has been devised and implemented through the InTouchAI.eu

1 https://excellenceandtrust.intouchai.eu
2 https://excellenceandtrust.intouchai.eu/ai-walk
3 https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/library/coordinated-plan-artificial-intelligence-2021-review
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initiative4 with the aim to promote the EU’s vision on human-centric AI, leveraging on evidence-based
policy analysis, strategic communication and technology diplomacy actions.
Gianluca Misuraca, InTouchAI.eu Team Leader and Key Expert on Strategic Communication and
Technology Diplomacy, recalled first that this event followed the EU High-Level Conference on AI
- from Ambition to Action, organized by the European Commission jointly with the Slovenian Presidency of the EU Council and the InTouchAI.eu project on 14 and 15 September 2021. The goal of this
series of events at the World EXPO is thus to take this discussion forward, from policy to practice,
discussing concrete examples from the European AI ecosystem, and how these are perceived in the
world, and could be inspiring for establishing joint policy and research activities with international
partner organizations. He then closed stating that in the current challenging international situation,
it is imperative to firmly stand-up for defending the values and principles underpinning the European
approach for human-centric AI.
In this connection, Gry Hasselbalch, InTouchAI.eu Key Expert in AI Ethics, reminded that in light of
one of the main reasons that lead to the creation of the World EXPO, that is to be an instrument to
strengthen international trade and cooperation, and at the same time fostering tolerance and peace,
nowadays digital technologies, and AI in particular, are crucial to promote shared values and convergence of approaches at the international level. In this context, art can also be a strong enabler for
bridging diverse cultural backgrounds stimulating cooperation and understanding. For this reason, as
part of the event, an AI Art Performance by Franz Rosati was organized to open the event and to serve
as a gateway to the following activities of the European AI Excellence and Trust in the world event5.

4 https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/international-outreach-ai
5 https://excellenceandtrust.intouchai.eu/whats-happening/#netwrk-lunch-performance
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High-Level Forum on the EU
Vision for Trustworthy AI
in the World
The High-Level Forum on the EU Vision for Trustworthy AI in the World has been organized by the
European Commission through the InTouchAI.eu initiative and hosted at the Italian Pavilion on 15th
March afternoon.
The InTouchAI.eu Key experts, Gianluca Misuraca
and Gry Hasselbalch, acted as Masters of Ceremonies for the event. Representatives of European
institutions and International Organizations jointly
with recognized experts from academia, industry
and civil society, from Europe and all over the world,
gathered at the World EXPO in Dubai to discuss the
EU efforts to promote Trustworthy AI at a global
level. The outcome of the debate was an important
input to the reflection on how to reinforce a global
dialogue towards building a shared approach on
human-centric AI

Welcome Remarks
■ Paolo Glisenti, Commissioner General of Italy for Expo 2020 Dubai
■ Andrea Matteo Fontana, EU Ambassador to the UAE
In representation of the hosting Pavilion Paolo Glisenti opened the event. After welcoming the participants, Glisenti underscored the opportunity the event created to establish a platform for ensuring
the debate on how to develop AI in an equitable, inclusive and ethical manner. He also outlined that
scientific cooperation and partnerships between the government, industry and other relevant stakeholders are crucial for a global governance of AI to become reality. To this end, Mr. Glisenti considered
this event organized by the European Commission through the InTouchAI.eu initiative an important
step for supporting AI diplomacy to promote the respect of fundamental rights and harness democratic
principles while developing AI solutions. He recalled that the World EXPO is the perfect place for such
endeavors to be initiated and that this High-Level Forum was connected to other events organized
by the Italian Pavilion thus serving as an effective channel to further advance specific outreach and
cooperation initiatives in the Arab Region as it has been already successfully demonstrated in other
domains.
Andrea Matteo Fontana, welcomed the distinguished guests and participants highlighting that AI is
becoming more and more strategically important for various application domains. He affirmed that “AI
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can contribute to mitigating climate change, increasing the efficiency of farming and making it more
environmental friendly. It can also increase the efficiency of production systems, improve medical
diagnosis and healthcare, and bring many other benefits we can only begin to imagine”. However,
the use of AI comes with risks such as bias, violations of privacy and opportunities for criminal use.
As such, Europe follows a careful human-centric approach to create an ecosystem of excellence and
trust in order to have a development of AI that manages the risk this technology presents. In this
respect, Ambassador Fontana stressed that “The EU wants to take the opportunity that Expo Dubai
offers and present what AI Excellence means to us and why for us in the EU it is inextricably linked
with a human-centric, sustainable and trustworthy approach”. He underlined that this event provided
a great opportunity to present and to strengthen international dialogue with partners across the world
on this fascinating matter, that does not only belong to science fiction but is part of our everyday life,
as the expert workshops that will follow the High-Level Forum on 16 March at the Spanish Pavilion
will show. Mr. Fontana expressed gratitude to the Italian and Spanish Pavilions for hosting the main
activities of the event. He thanked Finland for accommodating the Opening Networking event and AI
Art Performance, and commended the efforts of many Member States to turn this event into a real
European AI Event at the World Expo by contributing to the AI Walk virtual exhibition. It was suggested
to include the latter in the World EXPO Dubai Museum6, becoming thus a tangible legacy of this initiative designed and developed by the InTouchAI.eu project.

Opening Statements
■ Anna Ascani, Under Secretary of State, Ministry for Economic Development, Government of
Italy
■ Gabriela Ramos, Assistant Director-General for Social and Human Sciences, United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
■ Brando Benifei, Member of the European Parliament, Special Committee on Artificial
Intelligence in the Digital Age (AIDA), Co-Rapporteur AI Act
Anna Ascani provided the first opening statement. In her speech, she stressed that it is fundamental
to spread AI awareness around the world that this event contributes to. “Through the combination of
AI, IoT, cloud computing and other technologies, it is now possible to better address human needs
and expectations and provides the opportunity to bring new perspectives on society by utilizing the
large volumes of data available”. However, she also highlighted that AI should be more socially acceptable and effective, which requires a human-centric design, balancing market needs and fundamental
rights. “The European pathway to set up Trustworthy AI is challenging, but necessary, and it could
definitely be an inspiration for countries worldwide”. In this regard, Ms. Ascani also referred to the
recently adopted official Italian AI strategy as well as the outcome of the G20 under the Italian Presidency in 2021. In particular she made reference to the Declaration of G20 Digital Ministers adopted in
Trieste on 5th August 2021 by the Member States which recognizes the fundamental contribution that
digital may have in supporting governments in building stronger, inclusive and sustainable societies,
especially in the aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic. She concluded, “Tackling the challenges posed
by AI requires collaboration and dialogues beyond just the EU through AI diplomacy. If we all work
together, it will make us all stronger and more resilient”.
6

https://www.expo2020dubai.com/en/understanding-expo/participants/organisation-pavilions/world-expo-museum
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Gabriela Ramos followed by highlighting the relevance and timeliness of this important event of the EU
and reflecting the discussion within the context of the work of UNESCO to support the achievement
of social inclusion and gender equality, advancing youth development and the anti-discriminatory
agenda, as well as in particular on ethics of AI. Ms. Ramos reminded the audience that “AI is changing
our societies and that there are significant negative risks. This requires more and more that decisions
regarding AI take into account the human dimension”. The recently adopted UNESCO Recommendation on the Ethics of AI puts human rights at the center and calls for concrete legislative proposals to
tackle AI-related challenges. The Recommendation as such was built with strong participation of EU
Member States and strongly aligns with the EU’s approach on Human-Centric and Trustworthy AI. She
continued by stressing how the gender gap in AI requires additional emphasis on moving from just
talk to “doing the walk” and ensuring that there are instruments to advance on tackling this challenge.
Work on an ethical impact assessment tool to be used by public and private organizations to identify
companies as ethical with ethical practices is currently ongoing. Ms. Ramos concluded stating that
“to guarantee that the principles contained in the UNESCO Recommendation will be implemented, it
is required to reinforce international and national policies and regulatory frameworks to ensure that
these emerging technologies benefit humanity as a whole”.
Brando Benifei ended the Opening session congratulating the European Commission and InTouchIA.eu
for the organization of the event that highly contributes to opening an international dialogue on what is
Trustworthy AI and how it could build bridges between different cultures and approaches. “Members
of the European Parliament support a strong EU legislation that is aligned with European values and
at the same time allows the European leadership and innovation in the field while protecting citizens
in the EU and around the world”. He highlighted that “the best timing to start this activity is now and
dialogue with like-minded countries should be fostered”. At the same time, knowledge exchange with
other countries around the world on what AI means for their societies and how to ensure trust in the
development in of AI should be promoted. Finally, Mr. Benifei mentioned that excellence in AI should
not only be based on legislation, but it also requires enhancing investments, skills and stimulating
adoption through forward looking actions. He concluded saying that by doing this the European vision
on Trustworthy and Human-Centric AI can contribute to a better society worldwide. To this end,
“Working together is crucial for building a better world with AI”.

Keynote Speech: AI Ethics by Design
■ Aimee van Wynsberghe, Alexander von Humboldt Professor of Applied Ethics of AI,
University of Bonn
In her engaging keynote address, Aimee van Wynsberghe made a deep dive into the different concepts developed around the “ethics of AI”, and, in particular that of “sustainable AI as the next step for
AI ethics”. She explained that it is not right to look at ethics as a restriction for AI as ethics should be
rather seen as a resource to uncover, understand and mitigate risks related to AI. While ethics is the
field that studies what is “good life” and how this can be achieved, one should look at the ethics of AI
as a field explaining how AI affects our vision of a good life – in every single stage of the AI lifecycle.
She continued by highlighting how the field of AI ethics has changed over time. Historically, AI ethics
focused on a very futuristic vision of AI and how AI could potentially evolve. Later, AI ethics focused
more on the current use of AI systems and explored how current applications of AI are challenging
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our values. She particularly mentioned that
rapid developments in the field of AI are having strong positive implications for not only
data collection practices, but also the way
data is labelled, how models are trained and
what emerges when different data sources
are combined, allowing for new insights and
predictions. At the same time, limitations in
data quality combined with the way models
are designed, making AI acting as a black
box creates ethical issues when placed into
real-life contexts.
Exactly because of the increased importance of ethics that emerged as a result of potential harms and
wrongdoings that could be created by AI systems, the consideration of ethics shifted from being an
afterthought to it being at the outset of AI development – as a way of putting ethics into the design
(i.e. ethics by design). However, a close up view focusing on specific AI applications also limits the
possibility to see the broader picture of ethical concerns in AI, she continued. This broader perspective
should take into account the physical infrastructure that enables the development of AI. In fact, the
training and retraining of AI models contribute significantly to carbon emissions, as computers require
minerals that often come from conflict zones and are gathered under questionable circumstances
and there is a significant amount of electronic waste linked to the growing use of computers and the
use of AI systems.
As such, she suggested that there is now an increased focus on the environmental consequences of
AI use, as it also allows attention to the hidden costs of AI that have not been paid much consideration
so far. This new form of Sustainable AI thus focuses not only on having AI for sustainability goals,
but also to ensure that the AI used is based on sustainable means. This is especially relevant as it is
unlikely that most of the AI, despite the interest, will be employed for sustainable purposes. Prof van
Wynsberghe concluded that this new perspective on sustainability should not be seen, just like before,
as an obstacle but as a resource so it is possible to prevent risks from happening. It is likely that, as
this continues, this will change to focus on how we define human-centric AI, and how to measure,
assess and potentially regulate it.
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Key messages
•The ethics of AI should be seen as a field explaining how AI affects our vision of a good life in every
single stage of the AI lifecycle.
•The increased importance of ethics that emerged as a result of potential risks of AI, shifted the
consideration of ethics to be the outset of AI development (i.e. ethics by design).
•AI ethics should be considered as a resource to uncover and understand possible risks and as a step
towards regulation of the use of AI systems.
•Attention should be given to the impact of AI on disadvantaged groups and demographics at risk, as
well as environmental and hidden costs, which should be included into the future regulation of AI.
•A new form of AI focusing not only on having AI for sustainability goals, but also to ensure that the AI
used is based on sustainable means is emerging as a third wave of AI ethics.
•This new perspective on AI ethics as sustainable AI could change the focus on how we define humancentric AI, and how to measure, assess and potentially regulate it.
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High-Level Panel – The EU
Vision on Trustworthy AI
in the World
Panel composition
Moderator
■ Juha Heikkilä, Adviser for Artificial Intelligence, DG Connect, European Commission

Panelists
■ Nozha Boujemaa, Global Vice President for Digital Ethics and Responsible AI, IKEA Retail
(Ingka Group)
■ Julien Chiaroni, Director, Trustworthy AI for Industry Programme, General Secretary for
Investment, French Innovation Council, Prime minister’s office, France
■ Fosca Giannotti, Professor, Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna, Pisa, and Director of the Knowledge
Discovery and Data Mining Laboratory of the University of Pisa and ISTI-CNR (Italian National
Research Council)
■ Malavika Jayaram, Executive Director, Digital Asia Hub
■ Mariarosaria Taddeo, President, Noovle S.p.A, Italy
■ Eric Xing, President, Mohamed bin Zayed University of AI, UAE

Summary of the discussion
Juha Heikkilä introduced the panel and highlighted the importance of the event organized by the
European Commission through the InTouchAI.eu initiative, to explore the international dimension of
the proposed AI Act and how this could contribute to ensuring a shared approach and compatible
governance mechanisms worldwide.
Mr Heikkilä first recalled that since 2018 the European Commission and EU Member States have joined
their forces to foster AI excellence by enabling the development and uptake of AI, ensuring that AI
works for people and building strategic leadership in high-impact sectors. At the same time, Europe
has progressed in its human-centric approach by proposing the world’s first legislative framework
with requirements for Trustworthy AI. Recognizing that AI is a set of technologies that has significant
potential to contribute to addressing some of the major challenges our societies face, but it also
carries risks and raise concerns, the EU has put forward a vision addressing both technological and
non-technological aspects of AI. He said that in Europe “we acknowledge that there are these two
sides to AI. This is why we have adopted a comprehensive but careful approach to AI. We want AI
to flourish in order for us to reap its benefits, while ensuring that the risks and negative effects are
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minimized”. In line with this, the EU approach to AI has the twin objective of creating an ecosystem
of excellence and an ecosystem of trust, aimed at promoting the development and uptake of AI while
addressing the risks associated with certain uses of this technology.
Mr. Heikkilä also reminded that the event followed the High-Level Conference on AI: from Ambition to
Action that was organized jointly by the European Commission and the Slovenian Presidency of the
EU Council with the support of the InTouchAI.eu project, to follow up on the Proposal for a Regulation
laying down harmonized rules on AI and the updated Coordinated Plan on AI, published by the Commission in April 2021.
The High-Level Panel is set to further advance on the discussion on how these policy documents
influence similar initiatives at a global level, engaging into an open conversation with recognized
international experts and representatives of governmental and non-governmental bodies as well as
international organizations.
Malavika Jayaram was the first panelist to address the open question posed by the Moderator on
what is the key to grasping the opportunities of AI without compromising foundational values of our
societies. She mentioned that the key ingredient
to this is to make sure to put the values first. “AI
development should come after”, she said, while
at the same time highlighting that, “we often only
focus on where AI could be applied but not what
problems it really solved”. What is crucial is thus to
frame the question in the right manner, including
the appropriate stakeholders in the decision-making process. She continued stating that the key for
the best application of AI is to understand whether
AI is the right and only solution. She noted that
in the Global South, there is a tendency to apply
AI to leapfrog or overcompensate development
gaps. She warned that one should not only look at the technological catching up, but also ensure that
specific contextual factors and implications from a social, ethical or legal standpoint are included in
the development of AI systems. This should help anticipating problems down the line and ensure an
ethical governance of AI.
To address the question of the conditions that enable a company’s Trustworthy AI practices, Nozha
Boujemaa explained that AI should both be compliant and beneficial. These two dimensions allow
building trust in AI use and the way systems are developed. She also highlighted that AI has no universal
definition and that it is deployed in many different forms and applications. Ms. Boujemaa added that
there is a need to have a responsible use of algorithms, and that outcomes generated should be based
on a transparent process. In addition, regarding the question of whether the European Trustworthy AI
approach has a competitive advantage, she remarked that in the debate on AI trustworthiness, it is
crucial to include a specific attention to issues of data governance. In particular, she recommended
to work together and to share best practices on measuring data trustworthiness across the whole AI
life cycle. Through accountability and responsibility, business relations could be strengthened and
foster innovation and growth. Thus, training and building an ethical culture are key drivers to make
everyone an actor within the context of designing ethical AI. In this regard, Ms. Boujemaa concluded
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saying that “it should be avoided that people only become users of AI. They should instead be given
the possibility to be part of the development, reducing the information asymmetry between providers
and users of AI”.
Answering to a question about the key drivers that successfully unleash innovation while at the same
time making Trustworthy AI systems beneficial for humanity, Julien Chiaroni, stressed that trust is
crucial to ensure that AI is aligned with legislation and ethical standards. The most important thing is
to ensure that everyone works together, collaborating in different fields and going beyond the mere
implementation of guidelines into new services and applications. This is especially important if we
want to achieve policy goals that require the breaking of silos between the different sectors as well
as an understanding of what trustworthiness is. For France, Trustworthy AI is a key goal to successful
innovation with three strategic enabling conditions: technological development of AI, the certification
and evaluation of AI and standardization to manage risks. This “recipe” is strictly in line with the EU
vision for Trustworthy AI, where it is underlined that AI is a means, not an end. It is therefore of high
importance that AI systems are based on human knowledge and oversight of machine learning systems
as these are evolving and learning from data in digital environments with increasingly autonomous
agents and societal impact, which if not properly controlled could challenge our democratic principles
and shared values.
Fosca Giannotti is asked about the key initiatives that will ensure the diverse European ecosystems
of excellence and trust are strengthened and aligned to retain technological competitiveness at the
international level. In her answer, she first refers to the Italian AI strategy, which aims to connect the
excellent results of research with the needs of industry and address the key challenges of the Italian
society. Prof Giannotti then emphasized that Explainability, Safety, Fairness, Accountability, Privacy,
and Sustainability are the key dimensions of Trustworthy AI and they are necessarily intertwined
with the possibility for AI systems to incorporate ethical requirements that could make AI systems
human-centric. This will entail a substantial rethinking of the methods of interactions between humans
and machines. In particular, she suggested that the social dimension of the human-machine interaction
will require a stronger consideration. However, she expressed confidence that it is possible to move
in a direction where AI does not replace, but rather empowers humans. She concluded that, going
forward still requires the possibility to experiment with AI, boost the uptake and reach the next step
in AI development while ensuring risks are adequately addressed and managed.
Mariarosaria Taddeo was challenged with the query if it is possible to design “ethical” AI as well as
how can legal frameworks support AI ethics and business at the same time. In this perspective, she
mentioned the need to better understand the disruptive potential of AI and other digital technologies.
While AI will eventually be supporting key infrastructures, ethics now allow us to identify goals and
values which we want to achieve and take into deeper consideration the trade-offs that are to be made
to shape our societies. She stressed that we should not miss out on the possibilities to improve our
lives with AI. For this, she agreed with other panelists that ethics should be applied to the whole life
cycle of AI. This goes beyond just legislation. Legislative frameworks will set the boundaries - but will
not provide the possibility to identify which actors are doing well. “Previous experience with innovation
tells us that without taking into consideration trust dimensions, there can be a considerable backlash
from citizens and cause for social rejection of innovation. Ethics makes the connection between governance and technology, quite successfully as it helps to provide an answer on what to do given the
possibilities AI brings”.
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Eric Xing addressed the question of how to unlock AI’s full potential and what are the characteristics
of a successful AI research and industry application. He explained that when he started studying AI, it
was a rather unknown field. He thus suggested that to move forward “it is required to truly understand
what AI is, what the science of AI is, what AI applications are, what the impact of the economy is and
what the public may dream of what AI is”. Regulating all these different elements of AI involves placing
the right expectations in each of these areas and demystifying AI as a first step. He further continued
that technology is often neutral, like electricity; yet, AI is a tool to be developed and it depends on
governing bodies to identify priorities and values for the different potentials of AI. Prof Xing concluded
by stating that the usage of AI technologies should not be determined by software developers or
researchers, rather users should be part of the design so to provide feedback on their experience
and needs. This has also implications on what needs to be regulated and how. In this respect, effective partnerships between academic institutions with industry and government should be built and
implemented as true innovation ecosystems, that could generate research excellence and transfer
into application use in different sectors, thus setting the foundations for Trustworthy AI to flourish.
In his closing remarks as moderator, Juha Heikkilä wrapped up the discussion recalling that, as emerged
during the panel debate, AI offers immense opportunities for prediction, optimizing operations and
resource allocation, and personalizing service delivery in many vital economic sectors, such as health,
manufacturing, the public sector, finance, mobility, home affairs and agriculture. “AI systems can
support addressing challenges and tackling crisis by acting fast in case of emergency with precision,
while mitigating the environmental challenges stretching long into our common futures”. At the same
time, he stressed that “AI is a transformative force in society that if not carefully steered carries risks,
challenging foundational values and human rights”.
To find an appropriate balance between innovation potential and risk management, the proposal
advanced by the European Commission for a regulation on AI builds on a process that has been ongoing in Europe over the last couple of years involving
multiple stakeholders, independent experts and
Member States with the aim of laying the human
foundations for Trustworthy AI while guiding a digital transformative socio-technical development. It is
now crucial to extend the dialogue across borders.
The EU has a unique position within the global
agenda on AI and is creating alliances globally with
likeminded partners on a human-centric standard
for Trustworthy AI. In this vein, Mr. Heikkilä concludes saying that “It is important that we leverage on
existing multilateral and bilateral initiatives within the context of international fora. Key to this global
conversation is the European human-centric approach based on foundational European values that
guarantee our fundamental rights.”
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Key messages
•Strengthening the international dimension of the proposed EU AI Act could contribute to ensuring a
shared approach and common governance mechanisms worldwide.
•One of the key ingredients for grasping the opportunities of AI without compromising on values is to
make sure to put values first, including relevant stakeholders in the decision-making process.
•AI should both be compliant as well as beneficial. These two dimensions allow building trust in the way
AI systems are developed and used. This in turn can strengthen business relations and thus foster
innovation and growth.
•Trust is crucial to ensure that AI is aligned with legislation and ethical standards. It is thus crucial to
ensure collaboration among different fields and going beyond the mere implementation of guidelines
into new services and applications.
•Explainability, Safety, Fairness, Accountability, Privacy, and Sustainability are the key dimensions of
Trustworthy AI. They are intertwined with the possibility for AI systems to incorporate ethical requirements
that could make AI systems human-centric.
•There is a need to better understand the disruptive potential of AI and how ethics can allow us to identify
goals and values which we want to achieve and take into deeper consideration the trade-offs that are
to be made to shape our societies.
•It is crucial to leverage on existing multilateral and bilateral initiatives and ensure that the human-centric
approach to AI is based on foundational European values that guarantee citizens’ fundamental rights
and individual freedoms.
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Day 2: 16 March 2022

Expert Workshops on a HumanCentric approach to global
challenges: AI for Sustainability
and AI for Health
Welcome and Opening
■ Íñigo de Palacio España, Ambassador of Spain to the UAE
■ Pietro de Matteis, Advisor on Public Diplomacy, European External Action Service, European
Commission, Deputy Commissioner General for the EU at EXPO 2020
Íñigo de Palacio España opened the second day
of the event, hosted at the Spanish Pavilion. The
Ambassador remarked that AI is one of the world’s
highest growth industries and is projected to
become a 150-billion-euro industry by 2026. At
the same time, the growth of the AI industry also
brings some challenges. Among those challenges
is to navigate across the tribe of different technologies belonging to AI. With reference to one
of the topic of the expert workshops, de Palacio
España acknowledged, “The high relevance of AI in
healthcare is well-proven. AI technologies offer to
improve healthcare and administrative processes.
AI would also be capable of mustering new breakthroughs and treatment recommendations”. He presented several examples where AI could reinvent healthcare such as in better diagnosis, improving
patient experiences, mining and managing medical data, or AI-assisted robotic surgery. Healthcare
is being reinvented through these new machines that can learn and act. Therefore, the question is
not whether AI technologies are capable enough to do this, but how they would be implemented in
clinical practice. In that respect, he highlighted that one of the most difficult issues to address is the
transparency of AI technology. It is likely that many ethical and medical issues will be found with the
growing use of AI in healthcare. Reacting in a responsible manner through governance mechanisms
would be crucial to minimize negative consequences. He also emphasized the importance of AI to
support fighting climate change and to be an enabler of sustainability that was the other topic under
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discussion as part of the expert workshops. In this respect, he underlined how AI technologies can
be a powerful tool to support achieving the Sustainable Development Goals and the Agenda 2030,
while at the same time contribute improving quality of life of citizens across the world. He concluded
stating that both topics of AI for Health and AI for Sustainability are of crucial importance for our
societies and it is very timely to discuss opportunities and risks in a global forum and platform as the
one offered by the World Expo 2020 in Dubai.
Pietro de Matteis highlighted the overall importance and success of the event on the European AI
Excellence and Trust in the world organized by the European Commission through the InTouchAI.eu
initiative. Mr. De Matteis thanked the organizers for the great results achieved despite the difficult
situation at the international level and in particular he underscored how the AI Walk Exhibition, which
saw several Member States being involved, demonstrated the strength of the EU coordinated approach
and the wealth of examples that are available in the EU on AI. He further stressed that collaboration
between different countries is essential to tackle the many challenges AI brings to societies worldwide.
EXPO 2020 Dubai was the perfect occasion to present the European approach on AI at the global level
by connecting experts and countries, exchanging practices and knowledge to support facilitating the
prioritization of policy interventions and setting the ground for joint initiatives. “The EU has a lot to
share and is willing to do so”, he said, suggesting that the future is in technology, and “that if we want
an approach to be competitive globally, acting together will take us in the right direction”.

Expert Workshop on
AI for Sustainability
Panel composition
Moderator
■ Gry Hasselbalch, InTouchAI.eu Key Expert in AI Ethics

Panelists
EU research projects’ representatives
■ AI4Cities: Anja Reimann, Project Lead AI4Cities for the City of Amsterdam
■ Cybele: Yiannis Georgiou, CTO, Ryax Technologies
■ i-NERGY: Spiros Mouzakitis, Project Manager, Institute of Communication and Computer
Systems
Panel members
■ Aimee van Wynsberghe, Professor in Applied Ethics of AI at the University of Bonn
■ Emanuela Girardi, Founder of Pop AI
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■ Ricardo Vinuesa, Associate Professor at KTH Royal Institute of Technology
■ Anna Felländer, Founder of anch.AI

Workshop Manager
■ Sara Mancini, IntouchAI.eu Expert / Intellera Consulting

Background and rationale
AI can contribute to reaching the European Green Deal targets and global Sustainable Development
Goals in various ways. This is possible, for example, through a more efficient use of scarce resources,
prediction and management of environmental impacts, optimization of production processes, and policy
foresight ideas. The EU aims to promote the vision of sustainable and Trustworthy AI in the world. As
the implications of new digital technologies such as AI transcend borders, the EU seeks cooperation
with like-minded countries and the broader multi-stakeholder community to support a human-centric
approach to AI. A global value-based conversation is therefore needed to address the opportunities
as well as implications of AI for sustainability and the green transition.
The workshop aimed to gather experts to explore the role of AI in the green transition, presenting
European projects that are working on solutions and applications contributing in different ways to
environmental sustainability. The presentations stimulated then a discussion on how AI can be beneficial in this field and, more generally, on how the European approach to AI is perceived and influential
internationally.

Summary of the discussion
Moderator Gry Hasselbalch opened the workshop
on AI and Sustainability and introduced that AI
technologies could assist us to mitigate some
of the environmental challenges we face, such
as climate change. The use of AI to tackle these
environmental challenges seems like a rather new
thing, but in reality the need to coordinate globally to address the problematic impact on the
environment to promote technologies to mitigate
environmental challenges and to develop technologies that are by themselves environmentally
friendly has already been proposed decades ago
in the first global events created on the human
environment in the 1970s.
Now, “we see AI taking the center stage as one technology that may support us in tackling our current
environmental challenges with a double edge: on the one hand it could assist us in mitigating environmental issues, while on the other hand it could be one of the contributors to them”. In this workshop,
European project representatives and global experts discussed the opportunities and challenges of
AI for climate change and analyzed the strengths of the European approach to AI for sustainability,
based on human centricity and trustworthiness.
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Yannis Georgiou introduced the H2020 Cybele project7, which is looking at the digitalization of agriculture and in particular livestock and agriculture. It looks at a variety of use cases, such as in pig farming
where the technology helps reducing human effort in managing large numbers of animals by analyzing
pigs’ behavior. In all scenarios, AI models are trained to assist farmers to improve production processes,
the quality of the food and to optimize the use of resources. Aimee van Wynsberghe underlined it
is important that this project addresses some challenges related to the shortage of human staff in
farming, but questioned if the technology is the right solution instead of improving work conditions.
Spiros Mouzakitis presented the I-NERGY project,
which dives into the use of AI within the energy
sector to fight climate change and environmental
degradation by means of AI applications aiming
to provide more and more accurate forecasts of
energy consumption, efficient demand and supply
predictions, increased grid flexibility and optimized
maintenance and operations. More than 120 SMEs
and start-ups applied to the recently closed open
calls to test their AI solutions displaying the maturity of the technology for this sector. As part of the
project, a mentoring program has started with the
goal of enabling a sustainability and trustworthy by
design approach that ensures a positive net impact on the environment of these AI solutions. Aimee
van Wynsberghe highlighted the importance of the I-NERGY project in which sustainability of AI has
been addressed in a structured approach inspired by European strategies. Finally, Spiros Mouzakitis
explained that the human-centric approach entails a dynamic process that allows the discovery of
possible risks of using AI and adjust accordingly to mitigate them, while sharing best practices to the
whole community by means of the AI on demand platform.
Anja Reimann presented the AI4Cities project, a combined effort of six European cities that are looking
for AI to achieve carbon neutrality in cities using innovative public procurement methods. The goal
of the AI solution pilots is to be scalable and applicable in all European cities, as well as to provide
global re-usable solutions, leveraging standardization and data sharing. She mentioned that public
procurement is an important instrument for cities to accelerate the creation of a market of AI solutions aiming to reduce CO2 emissions. Within the project, external companies will be required to post
fundamental information about their algorithms and explain the design considerations in AI registries
available online to ensure transparency towards citizens. Aimee van Wynsberghe pointed out that it
is fundamental to consider technology solutions as complementary to policy and organizational ones
that do not have any environmental effects. In turn, Anja Reimann confirmed that in the project the
AI solutions are always considered in a broader approach that combines the technology with social
and organizational evaluations of the actions. In addition, possible negative social impacts of the AI
solutions are considered as exclusion criteria for determining solutions promoted to the next round.
Emanuela Girardi liked the holistic view of the projects that tries to understand the replicability of the
results in other sectors to amplify the benefit of such sustainable AI solutions. Anna Felländer pointed
out that some of the applications in the projects should achieve some trade-off between business
goals and European values such as privacy, or social exclusion.
7

Video presentation
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During the follow up discussion, Aimee van Wynsberghe highlighted that Sustainable AI is an
umbrella term, which includes two branches. One
of these branches - AI for sustainability - is the
use of AI to achieve sustainability goals. The other
branch concerns the sustainability of AI, which
addresses the negative impacts of AI to the environment. In her view, it would be problematic if we
use unsustainable AI for achieving the sustainability
goals. However, it is still unclear what the true environmental impact of AI is, and more transparency
and research is needed to clarify and measure
this. Further, there should be more attention given
to the sustainability of AI rather than AI sustainability, prioritizing also non-technological solutions
for some specific problems that have social roots. Finally, she pointed out that in the human-centric
approach we need to consider also vulnerable and marginalized groups that are usually affected the
most by the climate crisis. Aimee finally pointed out that “Europe can achieve a global leadership role
on sustainable AI if we start developing tools, applications, methods and sustainable AI solutions in
all sectors, due to the uniqueness of sustainability”. To do so, she proposed embedding sustainable
AI into the AI Act.
Emanuela Girardi stressed the need to have more specific applications and projects of AI to display
the potential it has for sustainability. However, it is important that there is also consideration on why
AI is being used and what the environmental consequences of the deployment are before it is chosen
to be adopted. She appreciated that the European approach to AI includes such a strong focus on
sustainable development, which is not only economic but also social and environmental. In addition,
she pointed out that the European AI vision and agenda, being so strictly connected with the United
Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), have a global reach and scope. Considering the EU
human-centric approach, she warned that “people are part of a broader ecosystem and that a paradigm shift towards a planet-centric approach on AI is highly needed, but it requires moving from a
‘cowboy-economic model’ to a ‘shuttle-economy’, where the principles of the circular economy and
stronger consideration of the environmental impact of technology is crucial”. She then pointed out the
excellence of several European projects to fight climate change, e.g. Destination Earth8, ESA Digital
Twin Earth9, GAIA-X10 and the work done by the AI Data Robotics Association (ADRA)11. In this regard
however, she emphasized the clear need to reduce European market fragmentation leveraging public-private partnerships (PPPs) to bring together all the different stakeholders. To increase awareness
and sustain the European market, Emanuela suggested a labelling system of AI solutions that accounts
for both ethics and sustainability impacts.
Ricardo Vinuesa pointed to his study, which found that there is both positive and negative effects
of AI on the targets of the UN Agenda 2030. Bringing in his experience, he stated that in the field of
High-Performance Computing, there is already awareness of the carbon footprint of simulations and
this awareness is growing in the AI community. However, “awareness should be complemented by
8
9
10
11

https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/destination-earth
https://www.esa.int/ESA_Multimedia/Images/2020/09/Digital_Twin_Earth
https://www.data-infrastructure.eu/GAIAX/Navigation/EN/Home/home.html
https://adr-association.eu/
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methods and techniques aiming at minimizing and measuring the impact of these technologies”. He
added that PPP and knowledge transfer from academics to industry is crucial to tackle these challenges and that Europe can still improve under this aspect by learning from the US. In Europe, we need
a paradigm shift in the market that results in valuing researchers that are more academic and their
capabilities, recognizing the competitive advantage of these figures to bring transformative changes
in the industry. Finally, he underlined that the European approach to industrial doctorates should be
revised to foster this view.
Anna Felländer said that in her research she focused on the corporate responsibility of AI. As datadriven decisions and AI are increasingly being used, there are more and more externalities as a result
thereof. “Organizations often work in silos when it comes to AI, which creates complications when
linking it with legal and business-related aspects and when trade-offs in terms of fairness and model
accuracy should be solved”. There is thus the need of internal organization governance to mitigate
negative externalities of AI and analyze every AI use case under an ethical filter that integrates both
the legal and the business side of the organization to ensure transparency and explainability. She also
supported the EU AI regulatory approach that safeguards European values while spurring innovation,
considering this a competitive advantage with respect to the US and China.

Key messages
•Considering the potential of AI in fighting the climate crisis (AI for sustainability) together with its
environmental impacts (sustainability of AI) is crucial to ensure a positive net effect.
•Prioritization of non-technical solutions over AI-based ones should be key for social and sustainability
challenges to avoid technology push that is not strictly required.
•The human-centric approach to AI should account for vulnerable and marginalized groups that are
affected most by the climate crisis, as well as it should be widened to a planet-centric approach.
•Tools and methods to measure the environmental (and social) impact of AI should be developed to
increase transparency, and Public-Private Partnerships should be further harnessed in this field.
•Europe needs more investments to reduce market and research fragmentation and achieve bigger goals
for global-level climate challenges, leveraging the excellence of EU academia and industry.
•The concept of sustainable AI should be embedded into the AI Act to help creating the European market
and foster the global leadership role Europe can play in AI for Sustainability.
•Global solutions to enhance data sharing and effective AI solutions to tackle climate change should be
developed, with the possibility of data sources to be accessed remotely to foster a holistic approach
to SDGs that engage also developing countries.
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Expert Workshop on
AI for Health
Panel composition
Moderator
■ Gianluca Misuraca, InTouchAI.eu Team Leader and Key Expert in Technology Diplomacy

Panelists
EU research projects’ representatives
■ DIH-HeRo: Stefano Stramigioli, Project leader, Professor, University of Twente
■ EUCanImage: Karim Lekadir, Project leader, Professor, Universitat de Barcelona
■ GENOMED4All: Federico Álvarez-Garcia, Project leader, Professor, Universidad Politécnica de
Madrid

Panellists
■ Malavika Jayaram, Executive Director of the Digital Asia Hub
■ Fosca Giannotti, Professor, Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna, Pisa, and Director of the Knowledge
Discovery and Data Mining Laboratory of the University of Pisa and ISTI-CNR
■ Rony Medaglia, Professor, Copenhagen Business School
■ Isabell Tributsch, Project Manager, University of Barcelona
Workshop manager
■ Signe Daugbjerg, IntouchAI.eu Expert / Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore

Background and rationale
AI-based technologies are being developed at a rapid pace, offering great promises to increase the
quality of healthcare at reduced cost. However, the prospects of AI in health come with significant
challenges in optimizing the use of these innovative technologies, while at the same time ensuring
that the benefits of the use are not accompanied with significant risks to people’s health or privacy.
Overcoming these challenges requires global collaboration by various stakeholders, on how to join
forces in making sure that AI works for all people, around the world and give equal opportunities for
the use of and benefit from these technologies.
The workshop aimed to display European Excellence on the use of AI in Healthcare and discuss with
renowned experts on how to stimulate the use of human-centric approaches in healthcare. Taking into
consideration the challenges of developing and implementing AI in Health the workshop’s participants
shared insights and experiences, in order to draw recommendations for further deep dive analyses of
challenges and opportunities for international cooperation in this field.
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Summary of the discussion
Moderator Gianluca Misuraca and Workshop manager Signe Daugbjerg introduced the workshop by
recalling that the use of AI in healthcare offers great promise. It can help ease the administrative burden
on the healthcare system, optimize the use of scarce healthcare resources and improve clinical trials.
AI applications like the analysis of health images can among other things accelerate the discovery
of new medicines or support the clinical treatment decisions of healthcare staff while AI-powered
robotics can free human resources for patient care.
“The EU is among the global leaders in the use of AI in health, and its priority is to put human beings
at the center” said Gianluca Misuraca, stating also that “International collaboration can maximize the
potential benefits of AI in this field while minimizing its potential risks. It can amplify the efficiency
and value of responses and secure their sustainability”.
Signe Daugbjerg highlighted that “Healthcare systems worldwide are under constant pressure to
provide high quality services in an era of shortage of healthcare professionals, aging populations,
and limited financial resources”. To meet these demands AI can greatly simplify the lives of patients,
doctors and hospital administrators by performing tasks that are typically done by humans, but in less
time and at a fraction of the cost. For example, as Gianluca underlined “we have seen how the current
pandemic has overwhelmed health systems and exposed limitations in delivering care and reducing
health care costs. At the same time the pandemic opened up huge opportunities for the use of digital
technologies, and AI showed to be very useful in supporting the detection and diagnosis of Covid-19
as well as monitoring patients at home for other non-Covid related conditions”.
However, according to Signe Daugbjerg, “the use of AI technologies in health also comes with challenges. For example, exchanging health data across borders can help combat pandemics and other
diseases, but it has to be done in a way that complies with data protection legislation, guarantees
privacy and follows well-considered data governance arrangements. Therefore, AI systems are to
be designed, developed and used taking into account high-standards of privacy protection, safety,
transparency, accuracy and robustness”.
These were the main issues further debated during the workshop, which first featured the presentation of three successful EU-funded research projects, followed by an open debate among all experts
and moderator.
Karim Lekadir introduced the EUCanImage project
which aims at building a highly secure, federated
and large-scale European cancer imaging platform that will be populated with new data from
25 000 subjects, enabling the investigation of
unmet clinical needs, with capabilities that will
greatly enhance the potential of AI in oncology.
He stressed the massive advantages in building
a federal data network with multiple hospitals in
different countries, since data will be very rich and
heterogeneous, taking into account the diversity
between populations and clinical practices, which
will make it more generalizable.
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Federico Álvarez-Garcia presented the GENOMED4All project, which is developing a data-sharing
platform that utilizes novel advanced AI models to accumulate evidence points towards personalized
medicine to treat and manage common, rare and ultra-rare hematological diseases. A secure and
privacy respectful data-sharing platform based on the novel Federated Learning scheme will be used
to advance research in personalized medicine. Since genomic data is highly sensitive private data,
i.e. information which most people do not wish to share, the project uses federal learning to store
and keep patient information in the hospital where the patient has given their consent to use it. In this
way, it is still possible for the project to scale up the data platform and include more hospitals without
moving data and violating patients’ privacy rights.
Stefano Stramigioli represented the DIH-HeRo project12, that is an independent and sustainable
platform with a mission to establish a broad-based pan-European network of Digital Innovation Hubs
specializing in Healthcare Robotics focusing on the development of innovative products and services
for the healthcare market. The network aims at supporting partners who are active in robotics in the
healthcare ecosystem. DIH-HERO is developing effective channels between healthcare and technology providers that reduce barriers to adoption and which guarantee a strong mutual understanding
between robotics technology innovators and healthcare professionals.
During the follow-up discussion, Malavika Jayaram first highlighted the danger in framing the use
of data as binaries, or as an either/or such as innovation contra security and privacy or development
contra regression. She pointed out, that “it is possible to use data and have data security at the same
time and that having strong data protection laws and regulations is essential in building trust, especially when it comes to something as important and sensitive as health data”. She further stressed the
importance of calibrating the relationship between people’s autonomy and agency and the benefits that
new health technologies can have since the stakes are too high if trust in data handling and storage
is not gained. It is imperative to recognize that data protection and privacy norms are actually crucial
to considerations of free data sharing. Lastly, she warned against framing AI in health as “AI for good”.
This kind of narrative, she emphasized, shows that “it easily can go very wrong if we do not provide the
right frameworks, the right mechanisms to build trust and the right principles through data protection
laws. There is a risk that data is collected from selected populations only (often overwhelmingly white
and male) and not necessarily representative of the intended recipients. This is not only a human rights
issue but also a problem in relation to statistical and mathematical accuracy and specificity issues”.
When asked about how we can ensure trust when designing, implementing and adopting AI in health
she replied that “more focus on the trust relationships between people and governments and people
and institutions is needed; focusing on trust in the AI system is not sufficient”.
Malavika continued stating, “If people do not trust the government they will not voluntarily sign over
their data even if it will help solve healthcare problems in their jurisdiction. No matter how robust and
beneficial a system is, if it is embedded in a situation where other elements of trust are lacking, it
will fundamentally alter people’s ability or willingness to be an active participant in that area”. Further
supported by discussion with other panelists, it emerged clear that to gain trust in the system it is
very important to include a feedback loop of knowledge and be transparent about how and which
data is collected, used and stored. Lastly, she pointed out, how important it is to perceive AI solutions
as a socio-technical system and that data and algorithms are just a small part of this system. Trust
and fairness need to be a part of the model, as opposed to something extraneous to the system. This
12

Video presentation
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means that the boundary of the field needs to be extended to include other variables such as the
human, the political situation, the geopolitical conditions, power relationships, and gender inequality,
among others.
Rony Medaglia followed arguing that there is a
critical overlap between issues of trust, explainability, data integration and sharing. He pointed to
“a decade long resistance to data sharing within
both the healthcare sector as well as the public
sector more generally, which negatively affects the
ability to collect and use high quality and integrated
data to feed AI algorithms”. He also emphasized
the social-technical nature of challenges including
the power in politics by recalling a recent study
he was involved in, where interviews with hospital
staff revealed organizational resistance by the hospital towards sharing data since they felt a strong
ownership towards the data. “The moment we enter in these organizational dynamics we see a lot of
the good old power politics at play, which is something to take into account when we think about how
Europe and European institutions can help overcome and provide incentives for data sharing and for
quality data production”. He also stressed the importance of creating and understanding the synergies
between ecosystems of excellence and trust since building an ecosystem of trust is instrumental to
creating an ecosystem of excellence. He concluded by pointing out that “the European trade of digitalization needs to leverage the strength to eventually create this excellence through creating quality
data, economies of scale and involving multiple stakeholders, including patients, doctors, hospital
managers, IT-providers and data scientists in designing and developing AI technologies”.
When asked about the implications of the “digital divide” on access to high quality treatment supported by AI and what Europe’s role in eliminating inequality in access to AI-supported treatment, Rony
replied, that “we need to examine both physical data infrastructure but also fostering digital literacy.
Going back to trustworthiness, societies need to become aware of the value of data and of fostering
trust in data collection and use. Trust is a concept that changes over time and across space. Trust in
Europe is different than trust in China or North America. We therefore need to talk about trust on a
global scale”. The trust issue cannot be solved with physical infrastructure alone; we solve this with
education and by spreading a shared understanding and vocabulary. Furthermore, he warned about
the concept of absolute global incorporation of data, though we need more integration of data to
create economies of scale. He elaborated that we need to preserve the different community values
that are embedded in data and build a level playing field for coopetition where we are able to have
shared standards, we are able to have corporate using a federal model, but still compete in terms of
the system of values that are embedded in data. This may solve some of the problems regarding who
is going to capture the most value in the global value chain in AI and who is going to display their own
societal values most effectively.
Fosca Giannotti pointed out that decision-making in healthcare is a very complex process considering
that it involves human beings and has a direct consequence on their lives. In addition, experts, various
stakeholders as well as their own individual biases, influence this process. Therefore, “when thinking
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of introducing an AI system we have to understand
this complex socio-technical system and that bias
can become a common barrier in the use of AI and
halting its uptake”. She also underlined that the
explainability of technologies takes its own role as
a challenge for adoption. However, “to improve the
entire process we need to initiate conversations
involving all forms of possible explanations to activate an appropriate cognitive process and improve
the existing causal reasoning of algorithms”. In this
regard inter-disciplinary collaboration between
clinical experts, psychologists, users, as well as
machine learning and AI experts in decision-making is very important since “providing an explanation
of the AI ‘black box’ is not enough”. Fosca finally stressed the engagement of users through conversations as another key concept to understand the functionality of algorithms and introduce all the
necessary adjustments so that AI can be able to detect its own “incapability”.
Isabell Tributsch fully agreed that it is fundamental that patients feel engaged and involved in the
decision-making process, starting from the early phase of development e.g. the decision of what to
develop by taking the needs of patients into account. To empower patients, AI can be used to voice
their opinions to be accurately understood by care providers in the decision-making process so they
do not make assumptions only based on information such as age, weight, height, nationality, etc.
In order to make AI more understandable for the patient, she pointed out the importance of different
aspects such as using less scientific language to make health topics more accessible. “It is important
to remember that AI is not perfect and that patients need to have a discussion with their healthcare
provider as well in order to have all the information available necessary to properly understand what
would be the right option or treatment for them”. Another point she raised referred to the role of AI in
making digital tools more available for low- and middle-income countries. She concluded by emphasizing that AI should help patients better understand their situation and that early engagement is key
to show patients that the overall outcome is optimized for their own personal health, addressing their
opinions, needs, and requirements to demonstrate to them that they can actually be involved in the
decision-making process.
Signe Daugbjerg added to the debate specifying that “health technology” is a very broad concept
that covers the application of knowledge and skills and could be anything from a new medication,
vaccine, care pathway, telemedicine or medical procedure. Though multidisciplinary frameworks exist
for assessing the value and impact of new health technologies, she found that AI – where algorithms
continually evolve and update – differ from both telemedicine and ICT solutions. “New issues in relation
to trustworthiness and accountability as well as potential bias in algorithms has to be included in ethical, legal and social aspects to better support the decision-making process of whether to implement a
new AI supported technology”, she said. Furthermore, risks generated by AI technologies are in some
cases completely new, and thus push forward the need to develop a new assessment framework that
is specifically tailored to AI, and that at the same time can address AI trustworthiness, where she
highlighted “the need for a certification of AI systems”.
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Key messages
•The Covid-19 pandemic opened up huge opportunities for the use of AI in supporting health systems
that are globally faced by constant pressure to provide high quality services with shortage of healthcare
professionals, aging populations, and limited financial resources.
•Resistance to data sharing within both the healthcare sector, and public sector in general, has been
affecting the ability to collect and use high quality data and to feed AI algorithms.
•A strong data protection regulation is essential in building trust, especially when it comes to something
vital and sensitive as health data. More attention on the trust relationships between users and institutions
is however needed and should not focus on AI systems only.
•AI systems for health must be designed and developed taking into account high-standards of privacy
protection, safety, transparency, accuracy and robustness. This requires also to understand the complex
socio-technical system in which they are embedded and that bias can become a barrier in the adoption
of AI.
•In order to empower patients, it is important they feel engaged and involved in the decision-making
process, starting from the early phase of development of AI technologies.
•The risks AI engenders in relation to trustworthiness, interpretability and accountability are in some
cases entirely new and push forward the need to develop a health technology assessment framework
that is specifically tailored to AI, and leads to a certification process.
•International collaboration can maximize the potential benefits of AI for health while minimizing its
potential risks and at the same time amplifying the efficiency and value of responses and secure their
sustainability.
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Wrap-up and Closing
Gianluca Misuraca and Gry Hasselbalch wrapped-up the Expert Workshops and thanked all experts
and participants, onsite and online, for their active engagement. Juha Heikkilä then provided closing
remarks by thanking the InTouchAI.eu project and all colleagues that were involved in the successful
organization of the overall event on the European AI Excellence and Trust in the world at the World
EXPO 2020 Dubai.
The discussion has however only started, so let’s get InTouchAI.eu for the next events on human-centric AI.
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Annexes – Agenda of the
events
Opening of the European AI Excellence and Trust in the world event during the Networking event
and InTouchAI.eu AI Art performance
Available for download at: https://excellenceandtrust.intouchai.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/GFAEvent-agenda-Networking-event-1.pdf
High-Level Forum on the EU Vision for Trustworthy AI in the World
Available for download at: https://excellenceandtrust.intouchai.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/GFAEvent-agenda-High-Level-Forum-1.pdf
Expert Workshops on a Human-Centric approach to global challenges: AI for Sustainability and AI
for Health
Available for download at: https://excellenceandtrust.intouchai.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/GFAEvent-agenda-Expert-workshops-1.pdf

